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Neutrino masses in the SU(5) ® SU(5)' mirror symmetric model
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9? Motivated by the atmospheric and solar neutrino anomalies, we study neutrino masses
"*^ in a parity invariant 577(5) <8> SU(5)' grand unified model. Constraints from photon -
p , mirror photon kinetic mixing are discussed.
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The possibility that parity is a unbroken symmetry of nature seems very appealing. In
order to achieve unbroken parity symmetry it is necessary to contemplate the existence
of a set of mirror particles and forces which are isomorphic to the ordinary particles and
forces2. The parity symmetry interchanges ordinary and mirror particles. However,
while the number of particles is doubled the number of parameters is not significantly
increased (only two additional parameters in the minimal exact parity symmetric model
with massless neutrinos) [2]. (For example, each of the mirror particles will have the
same mass as the corresponding ordinary particle since the parity symmetry is unbro-
ken3) . If the neutrinos have mass and there is mass mixing between ordinary and mirror
neutrinos, then the parity symmetry implies an interesting constraint on the mixing.
Consider for example the first generation neutrino ue and its mirror partner u'e. Since
parity interchanges ordinary and mirror species it follows that the parity eigenstates
are maximal combinations of weak eigenstates, i.e. u± = ~rm{ve ± v'e). It is easy to
show[3] that the parity eigenstates are also mass eigenstates if the parity symmetry is
unbroken. Hence, provided that the mixing between generations is small, as it is in
the quark sector, then the parity symmetry implies that each of the known neutrinos
i/e, i/ft, uT will be approximately maximal mixtures of two mass eigenstates[3]. Thus the
concepts of neutrino mass and unbroken parity symmetry naturally lead to the pre-
diction that each of the known neutrinos will oscillate maximally with an essentially
sterile mirror partner (which we denote by u'e, 1/ , &£)[3].

Maximal ue —> i/'e oscillations with

3 x 1O-10 £ \5mle,\/eV2 & 10"3, (1)

leads to an energy independent 50% reduction of solar neutrinos thereby explaining the
observed solar neutrino deficit [3]. (The upper bound in Eq.l is from the recent chooz
experiment [5]).

Maximal v^. —> v'^ oscillations can explain the atmospheric neutrino anomaly[3].
Using the recent preliminary SuperKamiokande data[6], Ref.[7] finds that maximal
vv ~^ v'ix oscillations provide a good fit for the range4

1.5 x 10"3 & {SmlJ/eV2 & 1.5 x 1(T2. (2)

2The general idea seems to have been first discussed by Lee and Yang[l]. See also[3] and references
there-in for other early references.

3 It is possible to build mirror models with the parity symmetry being spontaneously broken. See
Ref. [4] for some models of this type.

4 Note that if \Sm\e,\ happens to be in the range 5 x 10~5 ~ \8mle,\/eV2 ~ 10~3 then the
atmospheric neutrino experiments will also be sensitive to ve —> u'e oscillations as well as the v^ —>• v'^
oscillations. See Ref.[8] for details.



Furthermore there is a significant range of tau neutrino masses and mixing parameters
where these solutions are not in conflict with standard Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN)
when the creation of lepton number asymmetry due to uT —»• u' or uT —^ u'e oscillations
is taken into account [9]. Note also that the exact parity symmetric model is also
compatible with the LSND [10] u^ —>• ue oscillation signal[3].

The above solutions to the atmospheric and solar neutrino problems will be further
tested in the near future by the SNO and superKamiokande experiments. The ve —>• u'e
oscillations will not affect the ratio of charged to neutral current solar neutrino induced
events at SNO (which is very different from many other models, such as the ue -> v^
MSW solution). The u^ —± v'^ solution to the atmospheric neutrino anomaly can be
distinguished from the i/^ —>• ur solution in the near future by studying the properties
of the 7T°'s produced by neutral current interactions at superKamiokande [11, 6]. For
example, if v^ —> u'^ oscillations are responsible for the anomaly, then there should be
an up-down asymmetry of the TT°'S which should be measurable (if the atmospheric
neutrino anomaly is due to v^ —» vr oscillations then there should be no such up-
down asymmetry for the pions). There are also other ways to test v^ —> v' oscillation
solution [12].

Besides neutrino physics and gravity5 the only other ways in which the mirror
particles can interact with the known particles is through Higgs (<f>) - mirror Higgs (<f>')
interactions [2]

\<fl<M>«<j>' (3)
and kinetic mixing of the ordinary and mirror photon[15, 16, 17, 2]

SF^F'^. (4)

At present there is no significant experimental bound on A6. The Higgs mirror Higgs
interaction will mainly affect Higgs production and decay which can only be tested if
and when the Higgs particle is discovered. The parameter 8 has the effect of giving the
mirror partners to the charged particles an electric charge proportional to £[15]. The
most stringent experimental bound on S comes from orthopositronium decay[16]. The
photon - mirror photon kinetic mixing leads to mass mixing between orthopositronium
and mirror orthopositronium. This means that maximal oscillations between ordinary
orthopositronium and mirror orthopositronium would occur. Since mirror orthopositro-
nium decays into undetected mirror photons, it is possible to deduce a bound on 8 by

5 The cosmological implications of mirror particles has been discussed in a number of publications,
see Ref.[13] for details.

6 Note that there is a BBN bound A ~ 3 x 10~6 y/Mhiggs/TeV (see Ref.[14]) which can be derived
by demanding that the Higgs - mirror Higgs quartic interaction term, Eq.3, does not bring the mirror
sector into equilibrium with the ordinary sector in the early Universe.



comparing the theoretical and experimental results for orthopositronium decay. The
bound is [16]

S ~ 4 x 10"7. (5)

A more stringent bound can be obtained if one assumes that the standard assumptions
of cosmology are correct and this leads to a bound of about S ~ 3 x 10~8[17] (otherwise
the the photon - mirror photon kinetic mixing will populate the mirror particles and
adversely affect BBN). In the minimal parity symmetric model based on the gauge
group,

SU(3) ® SU(2) ® U(l) ® SU(S)' ® SU(2)' ® U(l)' (6)

8 is a free parameter. Its necessary smallness gives a motivation for extending this
theory to the grand unified version, e.g. SU(5) ® SU(5)'[16]. In this case a tree level
kinetic mixing term is forbidden by the gauge symmetry. (Gauge kinetic mixing is only
gauge invariant for abelian U(l) ®U(1)' symmetry).

In the usual SU(5) model[18], denote the fermion 5 and 10 representations as

fiL ~ 5, f2L ~ 10 (7)

and the Higgs scalar responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking as

<£ ~ 5. (8)

In the parity symmetric 577(5) ® 577(5)' model, in addition to the ordinary fermions
and Higgs scalars (which are 577(5)' singlets), there are mirror fermions and mirror
scalars (which are 577(5) singlets) and transform under 577(5)' as:

tin ~ 5, fm ~ 10, 4>' ~ 5. (9)

The parity transformation interchanges the ordinary particles with their mirror coun-
terparts (i.e. fiL <->• TO/IRJ /2L ^ lof-zRi 4> ^-¥ 4>f and similarly for the gauge bosons).
Note that we assume that ((f>) — (<j)') so that parity is unbroken by the vacuum. (It
is straight forward to show that this happens for a range of parameters of the Higgs
potential, without the need for additional scalar particles. We also assume that the
GUT scale breaking of SU(5) ® SU(5)' down to Eq.6 respects the parity symmetry.)

In order to incorporate neutrino masses we need to introduce either gauge singlet
neutrinos or introduce additional scalar particles. The addition of one gauge singlet
neutrino per generation (and the corresponding mirror neutrinos) leads essentially to
the usual see-saw model[19]. Denote the gauge singlet neutrinos as VR and the mirror
singlet as v'L (here and elsewhere the generation index is suppressed). Note that VR <->•

4, under the parity transformation. The Yukawa Lagrangian consists of the usual



terms giving masses to the charged fermions (and the corresponding terms for the
mirror charged fermions) together with the terms:

C"yuk = XxhrfuR + XIHR^L + A2 .WK)C + A 2 / ^ V H ) C + H.c. (10)

The above Yukawa Lagrangian gives Dirac mass terms to the neutrinos after sponta-
neous symmetry breaking. If the gauge singlet neutrinos have large bare masses:

Aare = M^UR)0 + Ml&MY + M2(VRV'L + V'LVR) + H.C, (11)

then provided that Mi,M2 3> {<f>) = {4>') = u ~ 170 GeV, the neutrinos develop
small Majorana masses (which is just the usual see-saw mechanism). Furthermore,
if the mixing between the generations is small then each of the weak eigenstates are
an approximately maximal mixture of two mass eigenstates (which is an automatic
consequence of the parity symmetry).

Alternatively, neutrino masses can be incorporated without adding gauge singlet
fermions by extending the scalar sector. In this case we need to add the following
multiplets

x ~ ( 5 , 5 ) , (12)

with p <-> p' and x ^ X^ under the parity symmetry. The scalars couple to the fermions
with

Cyuk = \lflLp\flLY + Xj[Rp'\fiR)C + \2flLXflR + H.C. (13)

The most general Higgs potential contains the terms:

Vi = m2
xX

]X + ro?(pf/> + />V) + M^P + <t>'2p') + Mtft'x) + H.c. (14)

If the trilinear terms are neglected then the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of
X,p are trivially zero (we are assuming that m^m2

p > 0). However given that {<f>) =
(</>') = u, the effects of the trilinear term is to induce linear terms in p,p',x which
destablises the vacuum (this result is quite general, and will hold for the most general
Higgs potential for a range of parameters). Because of this, small VEVs for x a n d Pi p'
arise

<p> = (ft) = mlUym% (X) = m2v?lm\. (15)

These VEVs are naturally much smaller than the electroweak symmetry breaking VEV
((<£) = ((f)') = u) provided that mx,mp >̂ u. This is achieved without any new
hierarchy problem. (There is still the old hierarchy problem, i.e. why {(f>) is so small
c.f. GUT scale). The smallness of the VEV is related to the high mass scale of the
p,X- For example, if mx ~ mp « 1O10 GeV then {p)j{4>) w 10"8. Clearly, these
VEVs are naturally small and thus so are the induced Majorana neutrino masses (from



Eq.13). As expected from the parity symmetry, the usual weak eigenstate neutrinos are
each maximal combinations of two mass eigenstates (if mixing between the generations
is neglected). Note that without the x scalar, there is no mass mixing between the
ordinary and mirror neutrinos so no ordinary neutrino - mirror neutrino oscillations
would occur. Since we are interested in using the maximal neutrino - mirror neutrino
oscillations to explain the solar and atmospheric neutrino puzzles, we must include the
X scalar.

Notice that the x ~ (5,5) couples to both ordinary and mirror photons so that
kinetic mixing of the ordinary and mirror photons will be radiatively induced. Such
radiatively induced kinetic mixing was first studied by Holdom[15] in quite a general
context and applied to the SU(b) ® SU(5)' model by Glashow[16]. Under the low
energy subgroup, Eq.6, x -+ Xi»X2,X3,X4 where

Xi -(3,1,1/3,3,1,1/3), X 2 ~ (3,1,1/3,1,2,-1/2),
Xz -(1,2,-1/2,3,1,1/3), * 4 ~ (1,2,-1/2,1,2,-1/2). ( i6)

If these multiplets have masses rrii,i = 1,2,3,4 (note that m? = m^ due to the parity
symmetry) then the 1-loop radiative contribution to the photon - mirror photon kinetic
mixing is[15, 16]

a m1m4
S l°g

Notice that this scenario is in conflict with Glashow's bound Eq.5 unless mira4 ~ m\.
Thus it seems unlikely that particles such as x which couple to both ordinary and mirror
particles could exist (this was essentially the conclusion of Ref.[16, 17]). Nevertheless,
we suggest that such particles cannot be definitely excluded. One possibility is that Xi
are approximately degenerate at tree level (to within 10~4) which occurs for a range of
parameters in the most general Higgs potential. For example this will happen if the x
couples weakly to the other scalar particles. If the Xi a r e degenerate at tree level then
the one - loop contribution to 8 vanishes and the leading contribution to 8 is naively
expected to arise at 2-loops in perturbation theory. The only radiative corrections
which do not depend on some arbitrary Yukawa couplings are the radiative corrections
involving virtual 577(5) ® 577(5)' gauge bosons. Observe that the leading non-zero
contribution to 8 involving virtual 577(5) <g> 577(5)' gauge bosons must contain both
ordinary and mirror virtual gauge bosons. To see this, observe that if say mirror gauge
bosons are neglected and the x% a r e degenerate at the tree-level then the interaction
Hamiltonian describing the interactions of the x with the ordinary gauge bosons is
invariant under mirror SU(b)' symmetry. This symmetry will forbid the photon -
mirror photon kinetic mixing. Thus the leading gauge contribution to 8 must involve
virtual SU(5) gauge bosons and virtual 577(5)' gauge bosons. It follows that the



leading gauge contribution to 5 must be of order (CH/TT)3 or higher7. Thus the leading
contribution to S is

S £ O [(a/n)3] ~ 10"6 - 1(T8. (18)

Thus, the quite stringent bound on the photon - mirror photon kinetic mixing does not
exclude the possible existence of x ~ (5,5) scalars provided that they are degenerate at
tree level (which will be a good approximation for a range of parameters). Furthermore
it seems likely that the kinetic mixing, if it arises at three-loops could be close to the
experimental limit (i.e. within an order of magnitude or two) and thus should be
testable in future experiments.

We conclude by summarising the ideology of this paper. The success of the exact
parity symmetry in explaining the observed neutrino physics anomalies together with
the rather stringent bound on the photon - mirror photon kinetic mixing motivates
consideration of grand unified mirror symmetric GUT models with neutrino masses.
We have considered the parity symmetric SU(5) ® SU(5)' model for defmiteness. Two
distinct ways to incorporate neutrino masses in this model are envisaged. One way
involves adding a gauge singlet fermion to each generation. In this case the usual
see-saw neutrino masses results and the model reduces to the exact parity symmetric
model (with small neutrino masses) at low energies (with zero kinetic mixing due to
the underlying GUT symmetry of the Lagrangian). The other way of incorporating
neutrino masses is to extend the scalar sector. This possibility suggests that the photon
- mirror photon kinetic mixing is non-zero since it is generated radiatively. We have
argued that the kinetic mixing in such models may well be close to the experimental
limit.
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